Students and staff unboard the Golden Panther Express Shuttle on the road. Due to a portion of Lot 3 closing, buses no longer stop directly in front of the bus stop.

The shuttle will run from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday until Dec. 12. For more information, students can contact Parking and Transportation at 305-348-3615.

The bus stop for both the Golden Panther Express and the CATS Shuttle will shift further south along the sidewalk of Lot 3.

The alternative parking nearby is in Lot 5 and the Lot 5 overflow. The University will be providing a shuttle service from the lots to the drop-off area between the Frost Art Museum and the Blue Garage.

The 74,000 square-foot building will house admissions, student orientation, advising, registration, student financial services and career services.

The portion of Lot 3 will be closed starting Monday, Nov. 10 and modify the rest of the parking lot to include meter parking, faculty, disabled and carpool spots.

At the request of the University Board of Trustees, FIU health and SHS are working together to increase student awareness and make the best of University health services for students, faculty and staff.

While SHS only caters to students, FIU health is a private faculty practice run by the College of Medicine. It is not covered by student health fees, meaning it is available to anyone in the community – like visiting a doctor outside the University.

“The idea is that there would be a single standard for delivering of healthcare on the campus wherever it happens,” said Yolangel Hernandez-Suarez, chief executive officer of FIU Health Care Network. FIU has the fourth lowest student health fee in the Florida State University System at $93.69 per term for a 12 credit full-time student. The state average is $177.75.

Hernandez-Suarez is member of the University Health Task Force, a committee under the Board of Trustees. Alongside Student Government President at MMC, Alexis Calatayud, the committee is also working to inform students what insurance options they may have under the Affordable Care Act and if they are eligible for Medicaid.

By the end of fall, students will be given a 15-question survey to assess their access to medical insurance and what the University can do in response, said Calatayud.
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**Global centers to offer scholarships**

The Beacon – Wednesday, November 12, 2014

Did you know that an E.R. visit for a headache can cost up to $17,000?

**FIU Health and SHS collaborate**

**Health, page 1**

“We still need to provide services through a ‘safety net’, like the health fee that allows you to access service even if you don’t have insurance,” Hernandez-Suarez said. “Students have long been an uninsured part of our population all over the U.S.,” she said.

This is especially important for students with chronic health conditions such as diabetes, asthma or sickle cell disease that require expensive care.

According to an August 2014 data collected by the FIU Healthcare Network during Week of Welcome, out of 460 students surveyed, 70 percent were insured – 47 percent of which through their parents’ insurance.

However, despite the benefits that SHS offers through the health fee, students do seem to take as much interest.

“Some people see [looking for information] as a burden since they don’t have the time,” said Sorraluz. “Or they think they don’t have the time.”

Thersue Boyd, director of SHS at BBC, said that a merger with FIU Health would give greater access to student health services at BBC. She said that since there is a smaller volume of students at the BBC, there are more limited resources than at MMC.

**Grant, page 2**

African and African Diaspora teachers in relevant area studies and languages and supporting visiting law professors, LACC will demonstrate why they are a NRC, deserving of the Title VI.

“The program from which we applied for the grant requires the applicant to develop connections with institutions locally so that the impact of the grant will not be limited to FIU, but will impact, as well, all the entities locally,” said Jean Rahier, director of the program.

As the director of the African and Diaspora Studies program as well as a professor of anthropology and courses dealing with the diaspora, Rahier has dedicated his life to expanding the offerings in this area and is eager to spread awareness about the improvements coming.

However, faculty members are not the only ones who are passionate about Latin American, Caribbean and African studies.

“Definitely would like to see greater advocacy for these programs because we are often lost in the larger programs like in the STEM department or Hospitality [and Tourism Management] department,” said James. In addition to increasing advocacy, James expressed the need for a greater variety of classes and more scholarship funds, and that the Title VI, she will begin to see those improvements emerge.

For more information about LACC or the African and African Diaspora Studies program, visit https://lacc.fiu.edu/ or http://african.fiu.edu/.

**NATION & WORLD BRIEFS**

Alexander, Corker to take on high-profile roles in GOP-led Senate

Sen. Lamar Alexander, R-Tenn., the incoming chairman of the Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee, has pledged to make a reauthori-

zation one of his first priorities, advocates said.

The rewrite of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act is “very much a priority” for Alex-

ander, said Noelle Ellenor, associate director of policy and advocacy with AASA, the school super-

intendents’ group.

The Postal Service did not say who was suspected of breaking into its systems. It called the breach “limited in scope.”

The FBI and other federal agencies are investigating.

The cyber attack did not affect the systems that handle customer transactions, the agency said.

“There is no evidence that any customer credit card information from retail or online purchases such as Click-N-Ship, the Postal Store, PostalOne!, change of address or other services was compromised,” the Postal Service said in a statement.

However, hackers did gain access to the Postal Service’s call center data. Customers who contacted the center by phone or email from Jan. 1, 2014, to Aug. 16, 2014, may have had their names, addresses, phone numbers and other data stolen, if they provided such information.

The Washington Post reported that Chinese government hackers are top suspects. The Postal Service did not say who was suspected of hacking.

The U.S. Postal Service said Monday that it was hacked and employee information, including Social Security numbers, may have been stolen.

The FBI and other federal agencies are investigating.
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Photoshop takes the blame

Kristol Perez
Staff Writer
opinion@fiusm.com

Countless young women have protested the use of Photoshop in high-end fashion and beauty magazines for some time now. As young as 14-year-old girls have begun petitions and held demonstrations that remarkably enough receive acknowledgement from some magazines.

These young activists are not alone—a large number of magazine readers do not appreciate the edited images because of the negative effect they have on young women. Fashion and beauty magazines are infamous for being recognized as the perpetrators, causing an epidemic of young girls who are diagnosed with anorexia and bulimia.

The issue of looking a particular way is not a question of whether or not Photoshop should be used; it is a question of what society has done to make us believe that looking a certain way is the only acceptable way. The idea of Photoshop lives on in other places besides a photographer’s computer and a published magazine. We all “edit” ourselves everyday when we fix our hair, put on makeup, and wear slimming jeans.

The treacherous process of getting ready in the morning takes place because we want others to perceive us in certain light—and that does entail being truthful with those we come into contact with. Truthfully using airbrushes, contouring, and flicking the eyeliner in the correct direction, an illusion of the face is created. With the right makeup and styling, an image might as well have a label that says, “Model is wearing makeup and skinny jeans.”

According to Tavi Gevinson, editor of the online magazine Rookie, with regards to images in a magazine, “Language is [just as] powerful.” While people are focusing on the images in a magazine, they are overlooking the countless “health” articles that concentrate on how to look like the girl in the picture. If you flip through any magazine at the beginning of fall, you are bound to find the “back to school” section that thoroughly explains how to get ready for school again. The articles tackle topics such as what to wear, how to style hair and makeup, and how to diet. Clearly, there should not be a certain way a young girl must look in order to go back to school. Her body image and weight have no concern in going back to school in the fall because obsessing over a flat stomach is not going to help her pass her classes. If we want to bring up the health issue and change the way young women look at themselves in the mirror, let’s talk about the insane diets people follow for a week to obtain that “perfect look.” Along with those back to school articles, there are the year round ones explaining the latest trends in diets, cleanses, and fasts. When a model is interviewed and gladly states she hit the gym twice a day and was on an all-liquid cleanse for 9 days before a runway show, it is published under the health tips. Because it is impossible to Photoshop a real life body walking down the runway, we are led to believe that the routine and diet are true and the look is attainable. Young women are led to believe that this kind of dieting is okay, natural, and healthy enough to partake in.

In foraging a high-end magazine from editing images will not eliminate the portrayal of what editors want. They will simply look for models who are able to look skinny, pretty, and flawless with the right makeup, clothing, and lighting instead of with Photoshop. Magazine images would need to be accompanied by a never-ending list of labels explaining what was done at the photo shoot. Instead of putting all of our energy in getting magazines to change their ways, we should be the ones making changes. Photoshop or not, the young girl who reads Teen Vogue and Seventeen will still want to be that girl in the magazine who is styled to look “perfect.” We must divert the issue from Photoshop to establishing a society and culture that raises young women to not idealize how they see others.

Send us your letters
Have something on your mind? Send your thoughts (400 words maximum) to opinion@fiusm.com or drop by our offices at either GC 210 or WEC A.34. With your letter, be sure to include your name, major, year, and copy of your student ID. The Beacon will only run one letter a month from any individual.
RING THE ALARM

Student takes initiative to eliminate violence against women on campus

CELY VASQUEZ Contributing Writer
life@fiusm.com

Some University students have taken a vigorous stand against the butt grabbing incidents at the MMC campus. Gabrielle Card, a meetings and events management major, says incidents like the University groper forced her to re-think sexual violence on campus.

“I was interested in organizing an event geared towards women after the recent events of the butt grabber on campus,” said Card, a volunteer for the Women’s Center. “I wanted to create an event where students can learn how to protect themselves against violence.”

Card took the initiative in reaching out to the Women’s Center to organize “These Hands Don’t Hurt,” an event during the International Education Week to help promote awareness on the existing worldwide violence against women and provide services as self-defense signup from the FIU police to help students protect themselves on campus.

The event will commemorate “International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women,” a day recognized by the United Nations to encourage other nations to create awareness on violence against women. It will be held on the BBC campus on Wednesday, Nov. 12, featuring an award winning speaker and child trafficking activist, Sandy Skelaney.

The event is part of international education week with ISSS. “These Hands Don’t Hurt” will also be featured as one of the activities during the event; it is a complimenting way to integrate men in the movement where they will write solidarity messages on their hands. “The Clothesline Project” will give victims the chance to express themselves by decorating and hanging shirts on a clothesline for exhibition as testimonies to viewers.

The event will be held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Wolfe University Center Ballrooms and Panther Square. “These Hands Don’t Hurt” event will be from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. Keynote speaker, Sandy Skelaney, will begin her speech 11 a.m. “The Clothesline Project” will be carried throughout the day.

Nonprofit Unestablished seeks to aid young artists

VINCENT RIVES Staff Writer
vincent.rives@fiusm.com

They typically live on minimum expenses — starving artists, that is — either for a lack of business or because all their disposable income goes towards art projects.

There’s an unspoken cool-factor that looms over the lives of the creative. The starving artist lives a life of passion, but being broke and starving is a bit overrated, starving artist lives a life of passion, but being broke and starving is a bit overrated, being that the arts are interconnected, we all need each other. As a filmmaker I need artists to draw out storyboards, musicians to provide sound for my films,” Suarez-Burgos said. “We have the ability to create a network where we can all work each other.

With a demographic of young adults, Unestablished also wants to teach their talent about the business aspect without regular industry settings. There is no submission fee, and the artist keeps 100 percent of the profit off anything they sell during the exhibition.

The plan is to teach students about business and legality issues, how to be able to make their craft a full-time career, and become financially responsible off what they love to do.

The visual art that will be showcased will vary between film, photos, paintings, drawings, performance art, sculptures, mechanical art, and 3d art. During the event there will also be a 3-D printer workshop, thanks to a partnership with 1-Click 3D Print.

Last year, the mechanical art piece featured a motorcycle and this year they plan on displaying a 62 Fiat as part of their Interactive Art section, which features art that people can walk up and touch.

Suarez-Burgos and Duffy found the inspiration for Unestablished after attending an event Performing Arts Exchange on Calle Ocho. Though they liked the idea of communal art, they didn’t feel the same way for the commercial art that was on display. Unestablished is meant for young artists and raw talent. Not someone who’s doing it for the finances, but out of the love one has for their craft. Which is why submission is open to everybody and anybody, “we want to see what this city has to offer.”

The deadline to submit is November 16.

UNESTABLISHED GALLERY
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Fee for Submission: Free
Date of Gallery Exhibition: Dec. 5-6
Where: 7212 NW 35 Ave, Hialeah FL
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And you thought college was going by fast.

If you’re thinking about your future, you should be thinking about the Coast Guard. Open to students at Historically Black Colleges and Universities, Hispanic-Serving Institutions, and Tribal Colleges and Universities, the Coast Guard's College Student Pre-Commissioning Initiative (CSPI) Scholarship Program provides hands-on training and leadership experience to college juniors and seniors around the country. CSPI benefits include:

- Fully paid tuition, fees, and books for two years
- Monthly salary of approximately $3,600
- Guaranteed career after graduation
- Starting salary of approximately $60,000 annually after graduation and completion of Officer Candidate School

With exceptional benefits and the promise of a successful career, there’s never been a better time to take control of your future. Students from all majors are encouraged to apply.

Visit GoCoastGuard.com/CSPIScholarship to learn more.
Panthers scrape by with win against Barry University in exhibition game

REBECCA CHARUR
Staff Writer
rebecca.charur@fiusm.com

FIU women’s basketball narrowly escaped a loss as the Panthers beat Barry 60-57 on Friday, Nov. 7. The season’s last exhibition game proved to be a nail-biter with the game coming down to the final seconds. There, the game was decided by some critical free throws from a few clutch players.

The Panthers, led by junior guard Taylor Shade, came out firing in the first half. A 14-4 run appeared to have given the team some breathing room, until Barry came fighting back just before half time. The tide had begun to turn in the Buccaneer’s favor as Barry hit consecutive three pointers fueled by several solid defensive plays.

Despite an impressive defensive performance from Barry, who held the Panthers to a field goal percentage of 31.4 percent, FIU managed to keep control of the game and the lead, ending the half with a score of 26-23.

In the third quarter, Barry continued right from where they left off before going into the half. This time, however, they succeeded in taking the lead from FIU after a progressive start where they knocked down three consecutive field goals. This dominating pattern continued throughout a large portion of the second half.

Still, the Panthers fought back, creating second chance opportunities from 20 total offensive rebounds and even more scoring opportunities by forcing 13 Buccaneer turnovers in the game. Eventually FIU overcame the nine-point deficit in the fourth quarter and tied the game at 57-57.

And at the end of the game, they put themselves in a good enough position to just sneak by Barry with the help of some critical last second free throws from junior guard Destini Feagin, senior guard/forward Zsofia Labady, and senior forward Tynia McKinzie to ensure a victory for the Panthers.

McKinzie led the way with 25 points, 12 rebounds, and 2 steals, while senior forward/center Marita Davydova recorded 18 rebounds. Both women played an important role in Friday night’s victory by setting the tone on the offensive and defensive sides of the ball thanks to their efficient rebounding effort.

FIU finished with 46 total rebounds and 18 second chance points coming from their 20 offensive rebounds.

Feagin, Labady, and sophomore guard Nikolina Todorovic also impacted the game with their scoring. Labady and Todorovic both finished with eight points, while Feagin finished with nine.

Shade finished with four assists and two steals. Shade and McKinzie contributed to the defense with their respective steals, adding to the 15 recorded turnovers.

The 16 points that came from these turnovers, along with 18 second chance points, may have been the difference between a win and a loss in such a tight game.

The Panthers will be returning to the U.S. Century Bank Arena on Friday, Nov. 14, at 5:30 p.m. to host Tennessee Tech in their first regular-season game.
Wrestling becomes active after two year hiatus

VERONIKA QUISPE
Staff Writer
sports@fiusm.com

Ten FIU students have set a high goal for this winter season: to revive the once forgotten FIU wrestling team. Not only to revive it, but to bring victories home as well.

FIU wrestling has been inactive for two consecutive years. Max Dalcy, a senior mechanical engineering major, has found the time to take part in this fresh team of wrestlers. Although practices are held late nights at the gym, he has found it rewarding to come back to the mat.

“I think we’ll do really well, we’re willing to wrestle come to practice and put in the effort,” said Dalcy.

The team is made up of a group of men who want to work hard and dedicate their time to not only keeping the team active, but to competing at a collegiate level, and very possibly winning championships.

There have been a few freshmen who have become involved with the team, continuing their experience from being on their high school teams. Business management major Joshua Baron serves as a great example, and someone who has quickly gained leadership skills on the team.

“Everyone is pretty experienced, they started in mid October and ends late February. However, their season goes all year because they compete in various USA tournaments. They will kick off their season at a University of Central Florida tournament Saturday, Nov. 15, where FIU will meet Florida Gulf Coast, University of South Florida and UCF at the mat.

Though FIU wrestling is not the most popular sport at FIU, they do have experienced wrestlers working towards the same goal, whether it is practicing past 11 p.m. or sacrificing weekends for tournaments.

“You’re not here to vegetate. There are a lot of mountains we have to climb and nationals is definitely within our grasp this year,” said Baron.

FIU wrestling’s collegiate season started in mid October and ends late February. However, their season goes all year because they compete in various USA tournaments. They will kick off their season at a University of Central Florida tournament Saturday, Nov. 15, where FIU will meet Florida Gulf Coast, University of South Florida and UCF at the mat.
Humans evolve in communities, not separated from everyone. That is why it is important to have friends and finding the “right” friends is a skill college students can develop while in school. I like to be around people I can relate to. I try to surround myself with people who share hobbies and other interests with me. This ranges from recreational activities to more creative avenues like music.

The places where I have met most of my friends varies. However, what they all have in common is that at these places and events, I met a pool of people with which I shared at least one interest.

I have not made friends where alcohol is the prime focus, such as clubs or bars – they’re not my kind of crowd because I don’t share the joy of drinking with those people.

At football games and other University events organized by different clubs – such as journalism clubs, environmental clubs, music clubs, etc. – I was able to mingle with different crowds with whom I shared one or many interests.

The time you spend in college is one of the best times to form friendships. You’re able to meet peers with interests similar to yours, and can even share similar struggles.

Later in life, we will have careers with rather strict schedules, giving us less time to explore the world. We will be tossed into a group of people we don’t choose to spend time with, also known as co-workers, and be forced to work collaboratively. This doesn’t have to be a bad experience, but as college students, we have a variety of people to meet and form friendships with.

Bonding with people during my college years has become very important to me. When I was a freshman, I had a hard time making friends and not having the same friends the next term. After traveling and living in three different states in the past four years, friends have become family and made a home away from home. This is why I value finding friends in the “right” places.

For me, great places to meet people are in the great outdoors. Kayaking has worked out really well for me. When strong currents hit, it is frustrating and a little bit scary. But sharing this moment with a stranger creates a bond that is based on trust – which is different from the friendships I have built in a classroom or while partying. It’s activities like these that have lead me to meet my most reliable friends.

In college, students graduate at different times, the friends we make in our first semester might be there for several years or just a few months.

My advice is to explore different events and find out what you like best. When you know what you like, you will know what people you want to surround yourself with. Go to events you enjoy, that is where you will meet the people you might celebrate your birthday with and the ones you want to spend Thanksgiving with when you’re away from home.

The people you share many interests in college with might become friends for life.

For more information on prevention, reporting and resources on campus, visit: itsonus.fiu.edu

The Panthers swimming and diving team beat Illinois State 174-126 on Friday, Nov. 7, and are now at a perfect 4-0 in dual meets. FIU will compete in the Mizzou Invite in Columbia, Missouri from Thursday, Nov. 20, to Saturday, Nov. 22.

1 in 5 women and 1 in 16 men are sexually assaulted in college

IT’S ON US TO STOP SEXUAL ASSAULT

For more information on prevention, reporting and resources on campus, visit: itsonus.fiu.edu